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Positive skepticism: from Hume to Sagan



“The foundation of morality is to . . . give up pretending to believe 

that for which there is no evidence, and repeating unintelligible 

propositions about this beyond the possibilities of knowledge.”

- Thomas Huxley





The Demarcation Problem

pseudoscience good stuff





Environmentalism as a form of hysteria?



“I find television very educating. 

Every time somebody

turns on the set, I go into the 

other room and read a book.”

- Groucho Marx



“People who get flu shots are idiots”

“I would never get a swine flu vaccine or 
any vaccine. I don’t trust the 

government, especially with my health”

(NYT 13 Oct 2009)



“Just because your voice reaches 

halfway around the world

doesn’t mean you are wiser than 

when it reached only to the end

of the bar.” - Edward R. Murrow



“History supplies us with many examples where scientists 
were just plain wrong about certain matters, but ultimately 

discovered the truth through continued research”

“I believe we simply cannot formulate an equation into 
which we enter variables and come up with an answer”

“I base this on my admittedly rudimentary knowledge of 
the facts about planet Earth. ... this my amateur opinion, 

based on probably insufficient data”



“Data trump politics, and a convergence of evidence from 
numerous sources has led me to make a cognitive switch 

on the subject of anthropogenic global warming”

“Because of the complexity of the problem, environmental 
skepticism was once tenable. No longer. It is time to flip 

from skepticism to activism”



The problem of hubris

 Most skeptics do not have technical scientific expertise

 To reject a scientific notion w/out proper expertise is a 
form of anti-intellectualism

 Bonus question: who else can you think of who regularly 
engages in anti-science anti-intellectualism?



And the problem has a similar 
root in both cases: ideology

Denialism



Objection 1: but Massimo!, aren’t you committing
the fallacy of argument from authority?



Objection 2: but Massimo!, aren’t you suggesting the 
science/scientists is/are therefore infallible?



skeptical-
scientific
inquiry



So what are we to do as skeptics?

Educate the 
public about

critical thinking

Debunk the 
bunk

(demonstrations
vs. experiments)

Support the best
science available,

according to
scientists



So what are we not to do as skeptics?

Do science
(that’s what 

scientists do)

Do science 
analysis

(that’s what 
philosophers of 

science do)

Do politics
(that’s what 

political 
philosophers and 

scientists do)




